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adipose (especially of body tissue) used for the storage of fat.
Adipose tissue constitutes the fat of meat.

burden A load, typically a heavy one.
They were not yet burdened with adult responsibility.

burdensome Not easily borne; wearing.
Bureaucratically burdensome assessment procedures.

demanding
(of a person) making others work hard or meet high standards; not easily
satisfied.
Found the job very demanding.

encumber Restrict (someone or something) so as to make free movement difficult.
She was encumbered by her heavy skirts.

encumbrance An impediment or burden.
The horse raised its hind leg as if to rid itself of an encumbrance.

fleshy
(of a person or part of the body) having a substantial amount of flesh;
plump.
Normally the tissue is fleshy pink.

gale A storm at sea.
It was blowing a gale.

grueling Characterized by effort to the point of exhaustion; especially physical effort.
A grueling campaign.

laborious Characterized by effort to the point of exhaustion; especially physical effort.
The work is very slow and laborious.

lien The right to take another’s property if an obligation is not discharged.
They shall be entitled to a lien on any lot sold.

liver An organ similar to the liver in other animals.
Liver p t.
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obese Grossly fat or overweight.
A hugely obese young man.

obesity More than average fatness.
The problem of obesity among children.

onerous Not easily borne; wearing.
He found his duties increasingly onerous.

onus Something that is one’s duty or responsibility.
The onus is on you to show that you have suffered loss.

overtax Make excessive demands on (a person’s strength, abilities, etc.
Do athletes overtax their hearts.

overweight Above an allowed weight.
We have overweighted the banking sector.

physical Impelled by physical force especially against resistance.
A range of physical and mental challenges.

rainfall The fall of rain.
The absorption of further supplies from rainfalls.

rainstorm A storm with heavy rain.

reducing
Any process in which electrons are added to an atom or ion as by removing
oxygen or adding hydrogen always occurs accompanied by oxidation of the
reducing agent.
A doctor supervised her reducing.

rotund (of a person) large and plump.
Orotund tones.

stringent (of regulations, requirements, or conditions) strict, precise, and exacting.
Stringent guidelines on air pollution.

tissue Tissue paper.
A box of tissues.

toilsome Involving hard or tedious work.
Toilsome chores.

tricky Marked by skill in deception.
A tricky recipe to follow.

wearing
The mechanical process of wearing or grinding something down as by
particles washing over it.
It would be a lot less wearing if we could work together amicably.

weight Weight down with a load.
A mug half filled with coffee weighted down a stack of papers.
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weighty
Of great gravity or crucial import; requiring serious thought.
The evidence for proprietorial interference has become even more
weighty.


